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Summary
▪

Since the pioneering N. Wiener’s extension of cybernetics as theory of communication and control from machines to biological systems the
notion of “signifying signaling” among the sub-systems constituting a complex living system plays an essential role in modern theoretical and
applied biology with the connected notion and measure of information. Moreover, the intrinsic triadic structure of any information flow both in
artificial and biological systems opens the way to the biosemiotics approach in biology.

▪

The relevance of a suitable theory of information in biological sciences is today emphasized by the so-called epigenetics approach to the
biological sciences, where an effective chemical signaling among the different constituents of cells, tissues, organs, …, and with their innerouter chemical environments plays an essential role

▪

Therefore, such a dissipative or “open” character of any biological system, as well as the intrinsic semantic character of information exchanges
in biological systems that both in philogenesis and in ontogenesis make metaphoric if not misleading the usage of communication engineering
notions such as “code”, “program” and similar, as well as the usage of Shannon’s notion and measure of information that is intrinsically
syntactic (it supposes a code or program by some programmer) and never semantic, as Shannon himself emphasized many times.

▪

Similarly, such a purely statistical and not dynamical approach to the information measures in biological systems if it is certainly congruent with
the usage of the statistical “diffusive processes” to model the biological morphogenesis over the microscope plates in a biological lab, it is
surely ineffective to model morphogenesis in real biological environments, where dynamic long-range correlations among resonant molecules
are necessary for making the morphogenetic processes really effective, because highly selective like a purely stochastic diffusive process can
never be in principle.

▪

All this requires an attentive development of the physical foundations of the notion of information in biological systems that can come only from
quantum physics, and more precisely from quantum field theory, as fundamental theory of condensed matter physics, the biological matter
included.

▪

Refs.: 2. 4. 11. 20. 21.
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Ontology

Formal Ontologies Scheme
Nominalism
Conceptualism
Logical
Realism

Atomistic
Natural
Relational
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The cybernetical origins
of the informational
approach
In biological sciences

Cybernetics: A Theory of Communication and
Control in the Animal and in the Machine
▪ I Edition (1948): discovery with A. Rosenblueth that
the equations of servo-control used for the
automatic pointing of the anti-aircraft artillery in the
England Defence during the II World War (= the
secret of the Allied victory against Nazi in Europe) are
able to model also the spinal 𝜶 unconditioned
reflex in animals.
▪ II Edition (1965): after the discovery of the doublehelix of DNA by Watson and Crick, extension of the
cybernetics notions also to the biochemical genetic
mechanisms of the living organism ontogenesis,
with the caveat against the absurd idea that all the
information of the adult organism development is
stored in the DNA like in a genetic program.
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Why “cybernetics”? Mathematical modeling of
an Aristotelian intuition
▪ The term is from Greek where kibernetiké is literally the “the
technique of driving ships”  Aristotelian metaphorof ship
construction (heelsmanengineercarpenter) for signifying
the three levels of self-control (goalformexecution)
characterizing the living organisms as to non-living ones 
three realms of biology:
I.

Vegetative functions (metabolism, development,
reproduction: from vegetables on): organism able of selfcontrolling the only execution/non-execution of some
operations whose forms and goals are determined by
nature;

II.

Sensory-motor functions (from animals on): organism
able of self-controlling execution and form of some
operations whose goals are determined by nature.

III.

Purposeful functions (only for humans): organism able of
self-controlling because of her/his intellect execution,
form, and goals of some operations (=free actions).
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Three ways of signifying in semiotics and logic
▪ Three ways of signifying in semiotics and then in logic
according to three classes of relations among signals/signs in
communications (Ch. S. Peirce):
1.

2.

3.

Syntax: signifying communications depend on the relations
among symbols according to the rules of a grammar
(coherence in logic).
Semantics: signifying communications depend on the
relations of symbols with a content in the double sense of
meaning (connotation) and reference (denotation) of a
symbol, according to a given code (truthfulness in logic).
Pragmatics: signifying communications depend on the
relations of symbols with the sender/receiver behaviors of
a communication (modal contexts in logic).
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Simple amplifier circuit exemplifying the
triadic character of any feedback loop in
cybernetics among an effector (A), a
comparator (B) between the actual and
the target output, determining the
pos+/neg- feedback, and a controller (+)
determining the effector output.
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Biosemiotics I: the genetic code of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
▪ A human cell has 23 pairs of chromosomes, which
would extend to a length of 2 m of DNA if stretched end to
end.
▪ However, the nucleus of a human cell, which contains the
entire set of the human genome, is only about 6 μm in
diameter. This is dimensionally equivalent to stuffing 40
km of hair-fine thread into a single tennis ball!
▪ These 23 chromosomes contain information coded from
the four letters of A(adenine) –T(thymine), G(guanine) –
C(cytosine) to store data for 20,000–25,000 proteins.
▪ A diploid human genome can store 1.5 × 109 bytes or 1.5
gigabytes of data. As DNA is able to encode two bits
per nucleotide, its storage density and small size enable
one gram of dry DNA to store 455 exabytes (455 x 1018
bytes) of information (see Ref. 20).
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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(1 nucleotide =
phosphate sequence +
1 pair of bases
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Both strands of the
double-dual-stranded
DNA store the same
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Biosemiotics II: Epigenetics, i.e., from genome,
to proteome, and further
▪ “Epigenetics is the study of a heritable change in phenotype without a change in genotype. E.g., the
heritable changes in gene expression (active versus inactive genes) that do not involve changes to the
underlying DNA sequence, which in turn affects how cells read the genes” (https://www.encodeproject.org/).
▪ Term has an Aristotelian origin used by the Philosopher for signifying the causal process underlying
ontogenesis, by criticizing the Platonic preformism according to which in the embryo there is the
homunculus image of the adult.
▪ The modern usage of the term, was introduced by the biologist C.H. Waddington in 40’s of the last century
for signifying the non-linear dynamic processes underlying cell specialization and in which the cell
inner/outer environment determines the genes expression.
▪ E.g., the spiral winding of the DNA strands, and the influence of the inner/outer environment of the cell
both fundamental for the activation/disactivation of gene espression in DNA sequences, without modifying
them; or the physics underlying the protein assembling in cell organs constitution (e.g., the microtubules of
the cytoscheleton) at the level of the proteome; etc.
▪ …All processes having their fundamental quantum mechanism in the phase coherences of the electric
dypole fields characterizing water molecules and all the organic molecules.
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Epigenetics at the genome level
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The electric dipole field of water and organic
molecules
▪ From the stanpoint of the quantum
field theory (QFT) as fundamental
theory of condensed matter
physics, “the living matter
(=organic molecules + water) can
be considered as a set of electric
dipoles, whose rotational
symmetry (=equivalence of all
directions of the polarization vector
p of dipole fields at their ground
state = quantum vacuum
condition) has been broken» (
(Vitiello G. , 2010), p. 16.
www.stoqatpul.org
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The physical foundation
of the information notion
and measure
Information & energy (form & matter) in physical reality
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The power of physical ordering (energy
channelling) in physical processes
«In a perfectly
deterministic world there
is no place for the notion
and measure of
information» (A. Einstein).
 Aristotle suggestion:
formal causality in
physics is related with a
different ordering of the
same acting
(breath+lighting match)
and material causality
(straw) in determining
different outcomes of a
physical process without
violating the I Principle
(energy balance) 
information
(energy+order).
http://www.stoqatpul.org
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Shannon’s notion and measure of information in
the statistical theory of communications
▪ From the previous introduction three fundamental points:
1. Information intrinsically related with a statistical, non-deterministic nature of physical processes.
2. Information always related to an energy/matter exchange (= physical signal) even though not reducible
to it.
3. Information related with logic (syntax, semantics, pragmatics) as far as both mathematically depend on
order theory.

▪

Syntactical character of Shannon measure of information in statistical communication theory
(see Shannon’s theorems about reliable communications intrinsically related to the transmission
redundancy for removing uncertainty in trasmissions).

▪

Here the “information” can be associated to the uncertainty H removal, in the sense that “more
probable” or “less uncertain” an event/symbol is, less informative (or, psychologically, less
“surprising”) its occurrence is.
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Shannon’s measure of information as a statistical
entropy and its relation with thermodynamics
▪ Mathematically, in the Mathematical Theory of Communication (MTC), the information H
associated with the ith symbol x among N ones (= alphabet), can be defined as:
N

N

H   p  xi  I  xi     p  xi  log p  xi 
i 1

i 1

▪ Where p(xi) is the relative probability of the symbol x as to the N possible ones, I is the
information content associated with the symbol occurrence, that is the inverse of its relative
probability (less probable it is, more informative its occurrence is). The information amount H has
thus the dimensions of a statistical entropy that is very close to the thermodynamic entropy S
of statistical mechanics (II Principle):
ith

S  kB  p  xi  log p  xi 
i

▪ Where xi are the possible microscopic configurations of the individual atoms and molecules of
the system (microstates) which could give rise to the observed macroscopic state (macrostate)
of the system (temperature, pressure, volume), and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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The syntactic character of Shannon’s measure
of information
▪ Based on the correspondence principle, S is equivalent in the classical limit, i.e. whenever the classical notion
of probability applies, to the quantum mechanics (QM) definition of entropy by John Von Neumann:

S  kB Tr   log  

▪ Where  is a density matrix and Tr is the trace operator of the matrix. Indeed, who suggested Claude
Shannon to denote as “entropy” the statistical measure of information H he discovered, was the same Von
Neumann.
▪ The informativeness or the “uncertainty (removal)” associated with (the occurrence of) a symbol in MTC (or
with an event in statistical classical and quantum mechanics) is (are) only “syntactic” and not “semantic”.
Effectively, the symbol (the event) occurs as uninterpreted (context-independent) and well-formed
(determined), according to the rules of a fixed alphabet or code (i.e., according to the unchanged laws of
physics.
▪ It is evident that – as almost all the authors emphasize – that Shannon’s measure and notion of information do
not apply in dissipative systems both in QFT and then in biology, where the relation with the environment
determines different interpretations of the very same genetic code (see epigenetics) and then where we
need semantic and pragmatic notions and measures of information (see Ref. 6).
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